July 25, 2022
WPT Track:

Video Competition for Students and Young Engineers
~WPT changes our lives.
Create a video which explains your idea of WPT applications.

Applicants must be students or young engineers (38 years or younger as of January 1st, 2022)
Preliminary review: No
1.

Outlines

To encourage young engineers to join the research and development of WPT (Wireless Power Transfer)
technologies. To demonstrate your convenient future lives with WPT technologies.
(a) Basic rule.
i

The theme of video must be relevant to what you want to do with Wireless Power Transfer.

ii

The contents must be explained with voices or texts in English.

iii

Your videos must be uploaded with WHOVA systems.

iv

All participants to APMC 2022 and its including contests have accesses to view the uploaded videos.

v

Do not infringe copyrights.

vi

Committee do not supply anything for your video creations (e.g. software, equipment …).

vii You cannot be the representative of two entries or more, but you can join another entry as a member
not the representative.
(b) Evaluation
A judging team including wireless power transfer experts will assess the videos from the following aspects:

2.

1.

Is the proposed idea novel?

2.

Are the contents technically sound?

3.

Is the proposed idea practical?

4.

Is the video easy to understand?

5.

Is the video interesting?

Requirements for videos
(a) The video must be longer than 2 minutes and shorter than 5 minutes.
(b) The title, team name, member list, and affiliation must be shown at the beginning of the video.
(c) Video must be created in the format which can be uploaded to WHOVA.
(d) Video resolutions must be equal to or higher than 720 p not exceeding 1080 p.
(e) Frame rate must be equal to or lower than 60 fps.
(f) The video size must be equal to or smaller than 200 MB.

3.

Notes
(a) The committee can change the settings of uploaded videos or delete them without any consents from the
participants.
(b) When any fraudulent activity in the contest is found, the committee can cancel the award and take legal
actions.
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(c) If any changes or additions are made to the above contest rules, participants will be announced on the
website or via e-mail.

